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Formation and eruption of Sun-aligned arcs at the
polar cap-auroral oval boundary
G. A. Berg,• M. C. Kelley,• M. Mendillo,
a R. Doe,4 J. Vickrey,4 C. Kletzing,
F. Primdahl,ø and K. D. Baker*
Abstract. This paper reports on results from a study of the poleward edge of
the auroral oval in the morning sectorusinga comprehensive
blend of in situ and
ground-basedmeasurements.Three rockets,equippedto measureelectric and
magneticfields,energeticparticles,and plasmadensityflew into an auroral display
whosedynamical features were recordedwith a digital image intensifiedall-sky
camera as well as with an incoherent scatter radar. In addition, a number of DMSP
satellite measurementsbracketedthe launch time. Evidenceis presentedhere that
in a condition of declining magnetic activity Sun-alignedarcs are injected into

the polar cap at velocities,,•7 km/s from locationsof periodicbrighteningalong
the morningsideof the aurorM oval. The multipoint in situ measurementsallow
someseparationof temporal and spatiM effectsand strongly suggesta poleward
contraction of the convectionpattern of about 0.25ø INVL in 70 s. The most
equatorwardof the two brightestarcsstudiederuptedinto a regionwhich Mready
was characterizedby strong sunward convection. The most poleward, however,
pushed into a region that had been convectingin an antisunward direction at
velocitiesexceedingI km/s lessthan 2 rain earlier, and it is likely that sunward
convection subsequently pertained poleward of that arc as well. We believe
that these events mark the reconfigurationof the magnetosphereinto a system
characterized by a smaller polar cap.
1.

Introduction

accessin real time to measurements of the interplane-

tary magneticfield (IMF), but this wasnot practical.
Even requiring the existenceof IMF data during the
launch would have severelyconstrainedour launch optory, the Danish Meteorological
Institute (DMI), and portunities. Instead, we decidedto rely on the imagethe National ScienceFoundation conducted the Coop- intensified all-sky camera to reveal the state of the polar
erativeObservations
of Polar Electrodynamics
II (Cope cap. The criterion was that patchy aurora be visible in
II) soundingrocket campaignat the DMI's Sondre the polar cap, and we envisionedthat the most likely
Stromfjord Rocket Range during February and March state of the systemunder theseconditionswould be the
1987. It was a follow-upto the COPE I Campaigncar- so-calledI-type polar cap as definedby tleppner[1972].
ried out at the same site from January to March 1985. As shall be seen below, we were fortunate indeed to
The purposeof the project was to separatetemporal intercept a much more organized auroral display as it
and spatial factorsin the polar cap ionosphereduring evolved,providing observationsof what we interpret to
times of polar cap aurora. Ideally, we would have had be the birth of two Sun-alignedarcs.
Such auroral displays have been reported for many

The National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,
in cooperation with the Air Force GeophysicsLabora-

years,and Akasofu[1985]reviewsthe associated
physics
1CenterforAtmospheric
andSpace
Sciences,
UtahStateUni- and geophysics.This sort of aurora is mostly closelyasversity, Logan.

sociated with a northward componentof the IMF and a

2School
ofElectrical
Engineering,
Cornell
University,
Ithaca, general quieting of worldwide magnetic activity. In the
New York.

most extreme case of a strongly northward IMF, Sunaligneddiscretearcsare distributed throughoutthe po4SRIInternational,
Geoscience
andEngineering
Center,
Menlo lar cap, and there is virtually no discernibleauroral oval

3Department
of Astronomy,
BostonUniversity,
Boston,

Massachusetts.

Park, California.

[Lassenand Danielsen,1978]. In the other extremeof
5SpaceScience
Center,University
of New Hampshire,
a strongly southwardIMF the oval is well defined,and

Durham.

the polar cap is devoid of aurora. As reviewed by Akasofu, there is no fundamental difference between auro?Space
Dynamics
Laboratory,
UtahStateUniversity,
Logan. ral oval and polar cap arcs; both are associated with
upward field-aligned currents, have evidencefor a parCopyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
allel acceleratingmechanism,and seemto be intimately
related to the convection pattern. In fact, in terms of
Paper number 94JA01343.
0148-0227/94/94JA-01343505.00
their importance for magnetosphericphysics,one of the
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Institute,Lyngby,Denmark.
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most crucial aspectsis their relationship to the convection pattern and to questionsabout the regionof open
and closed field lines.

It is well known

that

OF SUN-ALIGNED
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no information on how the structures evolve in time.
The latter is an enormous database and ill-suited to the

study of individual events. In our case we used both in
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situ traversalsof Sun-alignedarcsand all-skyimagesto
study the relationship between the convectionpattern,
field-aligned currents, the auroral oval, and the evolution of Sun-alignedarcsin time during a quietingof the
magnetosphericsystem.
As part of this campaign,three rocketswerelaunched
nearly simultaneouslyinto the early-morning polar cap
on trajectories which led them toward the auroral oval
on March 31, 1987. These carried probes to measure
electric and magnetic fields, electron density and temperature, and particle precipitation. From the ground
the Sondre Stromfjord incoherent scatter radar measured similar fundamental plasma parameters, while
an all-sky image-intensifieddigital camera imaged the
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there is

a distinct transition between the convectionpattern in
these two states of the magnetosphere. In this study
we hope to showsomethingabout how this transition
occursand what role the Sun-alignedarcs play in it.
Much of our information on the polar cap has come
from orbiting satellitesand the Greenlandchainof magnetometers and all-sky cameras. The former necessarily resultsin snapshotsof the optical, particle, and field
data as the spacecrafttraversesthe polar cap and gives
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5577 ]k auroralemissions.Additionally,the DMSP Figure 1. Map of Greenlandshowingthe footprints
(vehiclepositions
mappedalongB downto 150km) of
satellites F6 and F7, while not orbiting near Sondre Stromfjord, provided valuable data concerningthe
large-scaledynamics of the polar cap and auroral oval;
and IMP-J satellite flying beyond the magnetopause,
measured the IMF and solar wind velocity. This combination of in situ and ground-based measurements
represents the most complete array of instrumentation
brought to date to a study of polar electrodynamics.
Elements of the geometry of the experiment are
shown in Figure 1. The rockets flew from about 740
to 700 invariant latitude, corresponding to L shells
between about 13 and 8. Two of the rockets, de-

notedSuper1 (38.010)andSuper2 (38.011),hadthreestageTaurus-Nike-Tomahawkmotors, and they reached
apogeesof 467 and 441 km, respectively. The other

rocket,denotedMain (36.014)had a two-stageBlack
Brant IX motor and reached an apogee of 436 km.
Super I and Super 2 were launched 10 and 11 s after Main, respectively,which was launched at exactly
0447:00 UT. This correspondsto approximately 0310

magneticlocal time (MLT). (The term "flight time"
used in this paper refers to secondsor minutes and sec-

ondsafter 0447 UT.)
The

electric

field instruments

were of the double-

the payload trajectories. Dotted lines mark the geographicgrid, and dashedlinesindicate constantinvariant latitude

circles.

Solid circles mark the locations

of

the Greenland MagnetometerChain stations.
preamps were used, allowing frequencyresponsefrom
dc to 5 MHz. The VxB field was subtracted using the
known magnetic field strength, the rocket trajectory,
and the vehicle

attitude

solution.

The Danish SpaceResearchInstitute provideda fluxgate magnetometer,which was carried by a daughter
payload ejected from Main 68 s after launch. This was
done to provide a clean environment, with as little contamination from payload currents as possible. The interesting physicsis not containedin the total B measured, but in the fluctuations on top of the background
geomagneticfield. Computingcurrentsfrom thesedata
requires knowing the orientation of the magnetometer
with respect to the geomagneticfield at all times, and
although the daughterpayloadcarried no separateattitude system, a magnetometerprovidesits own attitude
solutionif spin and coningrates are constantand the
initial

conditions

are known.

Primdahi

and Marklund

probe variety with spherical electrodesmounted on the [1986]discusses
the methodusedin thisstudyfor deterends of insulating boomsextendingfrom the payload. mining the magneticfluctuations/ill perpendicularto
The boomswere quite long on the Main payload,hav- B. The daughterpayloadhad constantspin and coning
ing tip-to-tip electrode separationsof 5.5 m. Because rates of 2.29 and 0.32 Hz, respectively,indicating that
of the smaller diameter of the Super payload, the tip- the data reduction techniquedescribedby Primdahl and

to-tip distance was limited to 3 m. High input re-

Marklund[1986]may be appliedwith confidence.Addi-

sistance
(> 10• ft), lowinputcapacitance
(< 3 pr)

tionally, the dc-magnetometeroutputs quieted down to
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the "leastsignificant"of the 14 bits, indicatingvirtually

were several smaller ones. These major events, as well

no noise or interference.

as the more frequent short bursts of precipitation, coin-

Each of the payloadscarried an electronand an ion
detector. On the Main payload, this was a "top-hat"

type electrostaticanalyzer(ESA) which measured16
pitch anglessimultaneouslyand provideda full energy
sweepfrom 20 eV to 22 keV in 42 ms. On the two Super
payloads,a combinationESA-retardingpotential analyzer wasflown whichdetectedparticlesat sevenpitch
anglessimultaneouslyand provided an energy sweep
from 40 eV to 2 keV every 0.2 s. The countsat eachen-

cidedwith characteristicchangesin tie and 5B [Berg,
1990].
We concentrate

here on what we consider to be the

birth of two Sun-aligned arcs and the magnetospheric
conditions under which they occurred. Details concerning the microscalefeatures of the arcs will be published
separately.

2.

ergyfrom all the detectorsare linearlyproportionalto
differentialenergyflux at this energywith a calibration 2.1.
that is expectedto be accuratewithin 50%. An un-

Geophysical Conditions
IMF and Magnetic Activity Indices

than an overestimate because the microchannel plate

Geomagneticactivity was low when the three rockets
Main, Super 1, and Super 2 were launched. For exam-

countingefficiencyhas not been considered.
SupersI and 2 each carried a Utah State University

ple, the 3-hour Kp index for March 30 and 31, 1987,
neverexceeded2-. The sumof the eight Kp valuesfor

plasmafrequencyprobe (PFP), whichlockson to the

March 31 was 8, making it the third most magnetically
quiet day of the month. Additionally, the rockets flew

derestimateof the differentialenergyflux is more likely

upper hybrid frequency fun, from which the absolute
plasmadensitycan be deduced[Berg,1989; Swenson,
1989; Jensenand Baker, 1992]. This instrumentonly
remains "locked on" to fun when the plasma frequency
is somewhat larger than the gyrofrequency,putting a
lower limit on the density which can be measured. Electron densities and line-of-sight velocities of the ionosphericplasma were measuredby the Sondrestromin-

near the beginningof a 3-hourperiodin whichKp went

from 2- to 1, which suggeststhat the magnetic activity
may have been going from low to very low during the
flights.
The IMF data are also consistentwith a quiet magnetosphere. Figure 3 presents the three components
of the 15-s-averagedIMF for March 30 and 31, 1987
measuredby the IMP-J satellite flying well beyond the
coherentscatterradar (ISR).
The optical emissions from the E layer aurora, magnetopauseat 30 RE. Allowing for a propagation
filteredat 5577 •, were recordedusingan image- time of the IMF signal of at least 11 min from IMP-J to
intensified digital all-sky camera provided by Boston the magnetopause,as calculatedfrom the expressionby
University. Each image is a running averageof 32 indi- Lestere! al. [1993],the soundingrocketswerelaunched
vidual exposureswhich were eachintegratedfor 667 ms. at least31 minpriorto theendof a 2«-hour
gapin
Thus the period spanned by each image is approxi- the IMF data at the magnetopause.The reasonfor the
mately 20 s. The digital countsat each pixel were con- data gaps is that no ground station was available to
vertedto luminosityin kilorayleighs,
wherei R - 106 track IMP-J during those periods. Typical data cover-

photonscm-2 s-x. The conversion
from countsto kR

ageis about 65%, so, althoughour luck wasnot perfect,
we actuallyhad better than averagecoverage(J. King,
An overview of the rocket measurements on Main
personalcommunication,1991). Becauseof the data
are providedin Figure 2 where the electrondifferential gap, we can only infer the long-timescalecharacter of
energyflux is plotted alongwith one electricfield com- the IMF during the rocket flights. For timescalesof the
ponent and the orthogonal magnetic field component. order of an hour, Figure 3 suggeststhat Bz was beSince
As discussed
in moredetail elsewhere[Berg,1993],the tween 0 and -2 nT and hence not northward.

is estimated to be accurate within 50%.

coordinate system was chosento correspondto the symmetry associatedwith auroral arc elongation in a preferred direction. The all-sky images,as well as the field
measurements,were used to define this arc coordinate
system. The energy flux peaks at an energyjust under
I keV which is consistentwith the polar cap observa-

the topic of this paper is the formation of Sun-aligned
arcs, we comment that although most closelyassociated
with northward IMF, Sun-aligned arcs are observedin

the polar cap for B, as negativeas -3 nT [Gussenhoven,1982]. For timescales
lessthan an hour,Figure3
tells us nothing about the sign of Bz during the rocket

tions of Gussenhoven
[1982]and Hardy et al. [1986]. flights. The highly variable nature of the data indicates
The peak flux at I keV is comparablewith theta aurora and somewhat higher than typical subvisual arcs

that Bz could very well have been positive. Such a

[Weberet al., 1989].

be important if Sun-alignedarcs developas quickly due
to changesin the IMF as is suggestedby the observa-

In a truly two-dimensional system of this type,

and 5By would be perfectly anticorrelatedif •

short-timescale

northward

excursion

of the IMF

would

were tions of Robinsonet al. [1987].
The fact that By waspositivedecreases
the likelihood

constant. Perusal of Figure 2 showsthat, although not
perfect, there is an evident anticorrelation. The initial
plasmaflow detectedon the rocket wasantisunwardbut
reversedto sunward about 1ø equatorward of the launch
site and remained that way the remainder of the flight.
A large inverted V was crossedby the main payload as

of observing aurora in the morning sector of the polar

cap,whichis whereour observations
weremade[Lassen
and Danielsen, 1978; Lassen, 1979; Ismall and Meng,

1982; Gussenhoven,
1982; Murphreeet al., 1982].However, with twice as many arcs occurringin the morning
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Figure 2. Electronprecipitation
and E-M fieldsobserved
by Main. The top panelshowsthe
differentialenergyflux for pitchangles~ 0ø. The centerandbottompanelsshowE• and 6B•,
respectively,
in the arc coordinate
systemwherethe z axisis perpendicular
to the arc andthe •/
axis is parallel to it.

sectorthan in the eveningsector,on average[Israail
et al., 1077; œassenand Danielsen, 1078; Gussenhoven,1082; Rairdenand Mende,1989],this tendency
doesnot precludeour observingpolar cap arcs. It is
importantto notethat a tilting of the plasmasheetdue
to this IMF configurationwould causea polewardexpansionof the eveningedgeof the oval,not the morning
edge,whichwouldrule out a tilted plasmasheetas the
sourcefor any arcs observedin the morning sector of

omagneticAE index,whichis knownto be well correlatedwith IMF B• [PerreaultandAkasofu,1978].CorrelationsperformedbetweenAE and particleprecipitation indicate that the amount of open magneticflux increasesor decreases
dependingon whetherAE increases

or decreases
[Akasofu,1985].In addition,Gussenhoven
[1982]reportedthat Sun-aligned
arcsareseenmostfrequentlyfor low values(< 1007) of AE. Figure4 gives

the AU, AL, AE, and Ao indicesfor March 31, 1987,
and shows that AE was indeed decreasing, having a
value conducive to the formation of Sun-aligned arcs,
ity of the solar wind Vsw, which alsoplays a factor in during the flight of the three rockets. If the observathe energy budget at the magnetopause.During the tions of Israail et al. [1977] are typical, namely that
data gap from 0230 to 0530 UT the hourly averaged magneticactivity is higherbeforeSun-alignedarcsapsolar wind speeddroppedfrom $•0 to $37 km/s, for pear than after, then the fact that AE was not only
an averagedeclineof 7.•7 km/s per hour. On a longer small but also decreasingduring the flights is of prime
timescale,between0230 UT on March $0 and 2050 UT importance.
on March $1, the solar wind speed declinedan average
2.2. Polar Cap Particle Precipitation

the polar cap.
In addition to the IMF, IMP-J measuredthe veloc-

of 2.•4 km/s per hour. Hencethe rocketsflew duringa
The electronprecipitationmeasuredby the DMSP
periodof generaldeclinein Vsw with possiblya more
rapid declineoccurringduring the flights. This is also F6 and F7 satellites as they flew acrossthe northern
polar cap and auroralzoneare alsoconsistent
with a
consistentwith a shrinking polar cap.
The most concreteevidenceof a shrinking polar cap shrinkingpolar cap and showevidenceof Sun-aligned
in connectionwith the rocket flights comesfrom the ge- arcsjust beforethe rocketflights. First, the bound-
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location of the passeswith respect to the Feldstein and

15-Sec AveragedIMF

Starkov[1967]statisticaloval, the field of view of the

8-

MAIN flighttime•

/
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all-sky camera at Sondre Stromfjord, and the magnetic
footprints of the three rockets. Enhanced electron precipitation was observedpoleward of the statistical oval
during each of the five satellite passes.However, polar

-

showers,definedby Hardy et al. [1986]to be structured

-

precipitation above 85o INVL, were only observedduring the F6 pass43 min after the rocket launches.This
was after the IMP-J data gap, and, allowing 11 min for
the spacecraft-magnetopause
time delay, IMF Bz m 0,
verifying that a decisivelypositive Bz is not a necessary
condition for polar showers.Figure 6 suggeststhat the
level of auroral activity in the polar cap increasedsignificantly between 21 min prior to launch and 43 min
after launch, which is near the end of the decline in the
AE index. By 80 min after launch the precipitation had
recededequatorward again, consistentwith evolution of
the boundariesin Figure 5. These observationsindicate
that polar showersand hence Sun-alignedarcs may be
more a signatureof a declininglevel of geomagneticactivity than simply a low-level geomagneticactivity.

i i l

-

-6-

I

_

2.3.

All-Sky

Camera Images

Having discussedthe conditions prevailing throughout the polar cap at the time of launch, we now turn
to observationsof the ionosphereabove Sondre Strom30 Mar 1987 0:00 to 31 Mar 1987 24:00 UT
fjord, Greenland, made just before and during the
Figure 3. Fifteen-secondaveragesof the components rocket flights. We begin with the all-sky camera im-

of the interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) as measured

ages.

by the IMP-J satellite on March 30 and 31, 1987. The
rocketsin this study wereflown during a data gap, correspondingto time intervals when the satellite was not
being tracked.

server on the ground, an object at a low altitude will
appear further from zenith than one at a high altitude,

For the same horizontal displacement from an ob-

March 31, 1987
300

nT

aries of different types of electron precipitation suggest

a small,andperhaps
shrinking,
polarcap.Newellet al. ^u
[1991]havedevelopedan artificialintelligenceprogram
to analyze DMSP F7 electron data and deducethe magnetospheric source regions. Figure 5 presents a pictorial representation of the output of their program for
the northern hemisphere for March 30 and 31, 1987.
The different shadedregionswere derivedby connecting

with straightlines,wherepossible,the boundaries
of the

deduced
source
regions
fromeachpolarpass
' the time

G
AL

-000

a00
nT

between each being 100 min. For the F7 pass :22min

prior to the rocketflights(seethe data pointjust before ^E
the straight line on the plot), the programdeduceda
polewardexcursion
of thenightside
BPSboundary,
sug0
gestiveof a smalleropen field line region. The following
pass, 100 min later, suggeststhat the BPS precipitation

wasrecedingequatorward.
An analysis of the particle data from individual
DMSP satellite passesindicates that the morning of
March 31, 1987, was a time of considerableprecipitation in the polar cap, particularly near the time of the
rocket flights. Figure 6 shows how the total electron
flux, rendered as a gray scale along appropriate satellite tracks, varied for all the F6 and F7 passeswithin
about 2 hours of the rocket flights. It also gives the

^o
-300
0

'

t' •o ....

T+O

1'2

UT

' ' ' 18'

' 24

Figure 4. AU, AL, AE, and Ao magnetic indices
for March 31, 1987, deduced from the superposition of
twelve magnetograms. The arrow marks the time of

launch(T + 0) for Main, Super1, .andSuper2.
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0

4

8
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16

30 Mar 1987

18

0:00

24

4

8

to 31 Mar 1987

12

16

20

24

24:00 UT

Figure 5. Sourceregionsof particle precipitation in the northern hemispherefor March 30 and
31, 1987 deducedfrom DMSP F7 particle data by the neural network program of Newell et al.'
[1991]. Each pattern corresponds
to particle precipitationcharacteristicof a particular source

region. Theseare designatedas VOID (no precipitation),PR (polar rain), LLBL (low-latitude
boundarylayer), MA (mantle),BPS (boundaryplasmasheet),CPS (centralplasmasheet),PH

(ph0toelectrons),
andCP_PH(CPSwithphotoelectrons).
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suchthat the choiceof a geographicgrid dependshighly
on the assumedemissionheight.

determine the width of auroral forms away from zenith.
As Figure 7 clearly shows,auroral emissionsdo not all
Figure7 givesprofilesof the 5577• emission
rates come from the same altitude, and the variation of apdeducedby using Main particle data at two times, one parent horizontal displacement with mapping altitude
near the beginning, and the other in the center, of the alsoleadsto ambiguity in the apparent width of the arc.
inverted V shown in Figure 2, as inputs into the chem- This may account entirely for the discrepancybetween
istry modelusedand discussed
by Weberet al. [1989]. the width of the "invertedV" (30 km) and the apparent
According to this model, precipitation in the center of opticalwidth of a Sun-alignedarc (90 km)observedat

the invertedV produced
peak5577• emissions
near 6300• by Weberet al. [1989],whichtheyexplained
by
150 km altitude, while precipitation near the edgepro- invoking
the horizontaldiffusion
of O(• D) theorized
by
duced peak emissions near 190 km. For a location Reeset al. [1967].
of enhanced emissionsin the images, believed to have
Since we are most interested in the arcs traversed by
been produced by this inverted-V precipitation, emis- the rockets, we will use the 170 km transformation in
sionscomingfrom thesetwo altitudes would correspond all the images analyzed here. However, when used in
to geodeticlatitudesand longitudesof (65.93ø,-49.32
ø) discussionsof the location of the auroral oval, it may
and (65.66ø,-48.92ø),
respectively,
a difference
of 35 km. well be that a lower height should have been used. This
An emissionheight of 170 km was chosen,basedon the meansthat the poleward edgeof the oval shouldbe disassumption that the enhanced emissions were indeed placedcloserto the camera(poleward).In Figure8 we
associatedwith the inverted V, so that the center of present two all-sky images taken closestto the flights,
the inverted V would coincidein space and time with but beforethem. The 6300It photoin Figure8a was
the center of the enhanced emissions. A transformation
taken 12 min before launch and, as was the casefor imfrom pixel location to latitude and longitude can now ages taken for the previous 2 hours, showsthe auroral

bemade,assuming
that the5577• emissions
originate ovalbut noevidence
for Sun-aligned
arcs.The 5577It
at an altitude of 170 km.
It should be evident from the above exercise that it is

not possible,from all-sky camera images,to accurately

image in Figure 8b was taken I min before launch and
shows regions of brightening along the oval as well as
localized regionsof auroral light poleward of the oval.
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may have flosvnthrough arc 1, the particle data show

Flux

no evidence of this. Just how we knew these arcs would

12

emerge
beforethe rockets
werelaunched
we leaveto
Magnetic
Local
Time
•
the
realm
of
metaphysical
thought.
In
retrospect,
the
Geomagnetic
Latitude
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existence of patchy aurora in the field of view, thought
by the researchersto be evidencefor the I-type irregular

polar cap of Heppner[1972], may
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the more organized flow field and auroral features we
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The visual characteristics

of these arcs are consistent

with those discussedin the literature of Sun-aligned
arcs. First, they are approximately aligned with the
Sun-Earth line. Ignoring the westward curve of its tip,
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roral oval plotter of Whalen[1970], 1200 MLT is oriented about 25 ø east of north

at this location

and time.

Additionally, where the arcs merge with auroral oval,
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the oval brightens,a feature often associatedwith Sun-

alignedarcs [Frank et aL, 1986; Gorney et al., 1986;
Murphreeetak, 1987].
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For a more

detailed

examination

of both

the tem-

Figure 6. Gray scale representationof total electron
flux measured by DMSP F6 and F7, ;vhere black denoteslarge flux, superimposedon the statistical oval of

poral and spatial structure of arc 2, Figure 10 shows
how the center of the arc varied in space and time
for the seven images recorded between 0450:30 and
0452:44 UT. Between 0450:30 and 0450:54 UT, the period of rapid emergencefrom the oval, the tip of the
arc traveled approximately 100 km, which corresponds

Feldsteinand $tarkov[1967]for magneticindexQ = 1
(seeKing [1971]for a definitionof Q). The numberat

to an averagevelocity of about 7 km/s. Additionally,
the arc fluctuated significantlyalongits long dimension,

the right of each satellite track is the time, in minutes,
of the satellite pass relative to the launch time of Main

(T + 0). The field of view of the all-skycameradepicts

theregionofenhanced
5577.• emissions
at 0451:19
UT
(T + 259 s) and the footprintsof the three rockettrajectories.

3.
3.1.

Evolution of Two Sun-Aligned Arcs
All-sky images during the flights

appearing much like a flag flapping in the wind. Sun-

svard(to the left) of the point svhereMain crossedthe
arc, the arc varied wildly in position between 0452:08
and 0452:44 UT, deviating transverselyby as much as
30 km. Since these images are accumulated over 18 s,
this representsan uncertainty in transverselocation of
the arc at any given time. Other than between 0451:43
and 0452:08 UT, curves 4 and 5, arc 2 appears to have
been relatively stationary, in the transverse direction,

at the point of crossingby Main (0451:554-20). During that crucial period the arc apparently moved 11 km

Figure9a presentsnine imagescapturedby the all- downrange,for an averageapparentspeedof 450 m/s.
skycamerabetween0450:06(T+ 186s) UT and0453:03
(T + 363s) UT, andFigure9b presents
thesubsequent
350
.............
Duc to 277s electrons for 5 minutes
nine images.Prior to this and subsequent
to the images
.......
Duc to 302s electrons for 16 seconds
in Figure8, the camerawasusinga lenswith a narrow

•

field of view, which proved to be a tactical mistake, in
that high resolutionoverheadstructureswerelesscentral to the results ultimately obtained. The three dots
representthe positionsof the three rocketsprojected
down the magneticfield line to 170 km.
Theseimagesindicate that two distinct auroral arcs
emergedfrom the oval and crossedthe footprintsof the
three rocketsduring flight. In this paper we will refer
to the arc towardszenith (alsopolesyard)as arc I and
the other as arc 2. While arc I emergedafter Main and
Super 2 had passed,arc 2 emergedprior to their arrival;
and, with goodfortune,arc 2 wasat its brightestduring
Main's traversal of it. It had dimmed considerablyby
the time Super 2 arrived and had faded entirely by the
time Super I arrived. Although it looks like Super I

I

3OO
k
-

I

Duc
to302s
electrons
for5minutes

250

150

I

....'"'"

. ....

lOO

lOOO

5577A Bmi•sion
Rate(photons
½m-•s
'4)

Figure 7. The5577• volume
emission
rate(photons
cm-3 s- 1) versus
altitudeassuming
a sustained
electron
precipitation for the length of time indicated and as
characterizedby the particle data observedby Main at
277 s and 302 s flight time. For reference,the integrated
intensity for the solid line is about 4 kR.
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the averageenergyof the precipitatingelectrons,which
wouldthen deposittheir energyat a loweraltitude. The
fact •hat the peak luminosityat the crossing
wentfrom
3.7 to 4.7 kR betweenthe two imagesis consistentwith
this explanation.
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Although arc 2 was traversedby Main and Super 2,
arc 1 is perhapseven more interesting. The latest images in Figure 9 show that, in contrast with arc 2,
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little transversemotion early on, after 0452:26 UT it
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north) and zonal (magneticwest) components
of the

A IMAGES

electric field, in the Earth referenceframe, deducedfrom
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0.0
5.5
the double-probeelectric field data of Main. The data
MARCH
31, 19157
KILORAYLEIGHShave been averagedto give approximatelytwo samples
per second.Figure 11b showsthe meridional and zonal
N
W N
W N
............
componentsof the electric field in the Earth reference
frame, deducedfrom the double-probeelectric field data
of Super 2. One of the booms snappedon Super 2 due
to its unfortunately high spin rate, and a large coning
resulted. The field was thus deduced using data from
just one set of probes. It is thus possiblethat some of
04:5,3:15 LIT
04:5,3:27 UT
04:5,3:40 UT
the fluctuations in Figure 11b, which are not seen in
Figure 114, particularly near the end of the flight, are
due to errors in the data reduction process.
There is a clear similarity in the general features of
the Main and Super 2 electric field data. The meridional and zonal components from both rockets reveal
the same general trends, with Super 2 seeingthe structures after Main, as would be expected due to the dif04:54:05
UI
04:54:17
UT
04:5,.3:52 LIT
ference in their horizontal velocity. As will be discussed
below, however, Main observedthe structures at a lower
invariant latitude than did Super 2. Where the Main
and Super 2 ]g signaturesare different, the differences
make sense. Main observed larger fluctuations than
Super 2, which was probably due to its closerproximity
to the emerging arc 2 and the fact the arc had nearly
04:54:42
Ul
04:54:54
UT
04:54:29
u'r'
died away by the time Super 2 reachedit. Super 2 did
seea larger southwardelectric field than Main, but this
Figure 9. (b) Imagesfrom the BostonUniversityall- can be explained as a changein the overall large-scale
sky camera between 0453:15 and 0454:54 UT on March convection pattern between the times that Main and
31, 1987, coveringflight times T + 375 s to T + 474 s.
Super I reached that region.

Figure12shows
howtheVExB (ournotationforthe
accountthe rotation of the Earth, this is nearly400 m/s ExB velocity)deducedfrom the Main electricfield data
in the Sun's referenceframe. The optical data suggest varied along the rocket trajectory and its relation to obthat arc I remained the most poleward of the new arcs. servedfeaturesin the all-sky camera image at T + 283
s, which was during the time that Main passedthrough
3.2. Large-Scale Convection Patterns

arc 2. Initially, convectionwas approximately antisunward, but by the time Main encounteredarc 2, the convection velocity had rotated to sunward. Within the
arc, convectionstagnated and then settled down into
steady sunward flow downrangeof the arc.
Figure 13 showsa similar picture for the convection
view that these arcs were associatedwith a shrinking velocities deduced from the Super 2 electric field data.
polar cap. Figure 114 showsthe meridional(magnetic In this case the image chosenas the backdrop corre-

Narrowing our scope still further, we now concentrate on the electric field data measured by Main and
Super 2. They imply that the overallconvectionpattern
shifted polewardcoincidentwith the emergenceof the
Sun-aligned arcs, a behavior that is consistentwith the
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Consider, for example, the convectionreversalobserved
between arc I and arc 2. The convection velocity at
Main rotated for the last time past due north at T+ 191
s and an invariant latitude of 72.97 ø, whereas the convection velocity at Super 2 rotated for the last time past
north at T + 262 s and an invariant latitude of 73.22 ø.

This is a poleward shift of 0.25ø INVL in 71 s, corre-

-lOO-

spondingto an averagepolewardmotionof 420 m/s.
Many consider the location of the large-scaleconvection reversal to coincide with the boundary between

openandclosedmagneticfieldlines[Akasofu,1985,and
references
therein],and it is often usedto definethe polar cap boundary. If our observedreversal is indeed the
large-scale convection reversal, this not only suggests
that the polar cap decreasedin size but also that the
contraction occurred almost simultaneously with the
20O

3OO
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6OO
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just beginningto emergefrom the oval, and by T + 262

(3 s after curve3 in Figure 10), arc 2 had completedits

II
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Invariant Latitude (Degrees)

Figure 11. (a) Meridionaland zonalelectricfieldsversusflight time and invariant latitude in the Earth frame
deduced from the data from two sets of double probes
mounted perpendicularly on Main.
SUPF•

eruptionof arc 2 from the oval. At T+191s (19 s
prior to curveI in Figure 10), arc 2 had not yet or was

2 Electric Fields

rapid extension and was extending more slowly. Is it
just a coincidencethat Sun-alignedarcsformed during
a contraction of the polar cap? We think not.
One might argue that the rotation of E measuredby
Main and Super 2 prior to passing through arc 2 was
a temporal signatureof the arcs extending toward the
payloads rather than a strictly spatial structure corresponding to a convection reversal. However, there is
little support for such a conclusion. Figure 14 shows
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spondsto T + 375 s, when Super 2 flew through the
much weakenedarc 2. The general convectionpattern
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Figure 12. E x B drift velocitiesalongthe footprint of
Main deducedfrom the double-probeelectric field data.
The length of the line is proportional to the magnitude

of VExB and its anglerepresents
the direction.The
temporal spacingbetweeneach velocity velocity vector
is 10 s. The heavy and light dashed lines denote the

is the same as for Main: antisunward, rotation to sunward, reduction of magnitude in the arc, and finally,
steady sunward convection. This pattern, however, is

respectively,
at 0451:43UT (T + 283 s) in Figure9a.

shifted farther polewardin Figure 13 than Figure 12.

time.

boundaries
of 2.61and 1.83kR luminosity
at 5577Jr,
An arrow marks the location of Main's footprint at that
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had a component directed toward the radar on the dusk

= 1000 m/s

(uprange)sideof arc 2 and a componentdirectedaway
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Conclusions
We have studied

................

in some detail

the auroral

features

and convection patterns near the edge of the morning
sector auroral oval when the AE index was decreasing
from a low value to virtually zero. Two Sun-aligned
arcs were observedto emergefrom the auroral oval and
to jet acrossthe night sky at speedswell in excessof
the ionosphericExB drifts detected in the region. The

1.83kRboundary.... ................
:?..........................................
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• 045315 .;,-"":.......
(T+375
s) ,'!
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moreequatorwardof thesearcs(arc 2) wastraversedby
both rockets and was characterizedby a classicinverted
64 ......................
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4.........................
.•i.......................
•............................ V precipitation pattern with a peak energyflux of 2 ergs

cm-2 s-1. The electronenergyat the peakof the "V"
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i o equatorward(magnetically).The opticsshowclearly

GeographicEast Longitude

Figure 13. E x B drift velocitiesalong the footprint
of Super 2 deducedfrom the double-probeelectric field
data. The heavy and light dashed lines denote the

boundaries
of 2.61 and 1.83kR luminosity
at 5577•,
respectively,at 0453:15UT (T + 375 s) in Figure 9b.
An arrow marks the location of the Super 2 footprint
at that

i keV.

The rockets were launched inside the polar cap and
each initially detected antisunward convection for several minutes. During this time the rocketsmoved about

time.

the same convection velocities as in Figure 12, superimposed upon the all-sky camera image at T + 186 s,
which was the time of the first postlaunch image. By
this time the convection velocity observedby Main had
already rotated nearly sunward, although it was fluctuating somewhat. However, since arc 2 had not yet
begun to emerge from the oval, this rotation cannot
be attributed to its birth. The beginningsof arc i are
present in this image, so perhaps the rotation was due
to its initial emergencefrom the oval. A closeranalysis,
however, makes that also questionable. Both payloads

that arc 2 erupted into a region shown by both rocket
measurementsto be convectingsunward at a high velocity before arc emergence. Super 2 observedthe reversal from

antisunward

to sunward
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tion beganabout 40 s earlier at Main than at Super2,
and, as noted above,permanent rotation past north occurred 71 s earlier at Main than at Super 2. Super 2
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observeda similarrotation,in whichVExB rotated

the time of the first image. If the rotations were a
temporal variation due to an emerging arc, one would
expect both payloadsto seeat least somedegreeof rotation at roughly the same time. Hence the rotations
are more a spatial variation than a temporal one, which
indicatesthat the convectionreversalwas there prior
to, but shifted poleward with, the appearance of the
Sun-aligned arcs.

about

70 s later and 0.25ø INVL further poleward in invariant latitude than Main. This translatesinto an average
polewardmotionof the convectionreversalof 420 m/s.
Arc i erupted into a region where the plasma had
been convecting antisunward only 100 s earlier. It is
likely that in the final state, when arc i delineated the
polewardedgeof the brightest aurora, sunwardconvec-

from west of north to past or near north and then wobbled back and forth before turning permanently east of
north and approximately sunward. However, the rota-

had not yet begunto observe
a rotationin VExB at

convection

(• 045006 UT
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¾igure 14. ExB drift velocitiesalongthe footprint of
Main deducedfrom the double-probeelectric field data.
The heavy and light dashedlines denote the boundaries

nal consistency,the rocket data agree with the line- of 2.61and1.83kR luminosity
at 5577•, respectively,
of-sight velocitiesobservedby the Sondre Stromfjord at 0450:06UT (T+ 186s). An arrowmarksthe location
Radar [Berg,1993]. For example,the line-of-sightdrifts of Main's footprint at that time.
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tion pertained at that location and poleward of it as
well. That this would give V-E < 0 inside arc i supports this view. This wouldsuggestan evenmorerapid
poleward motion of the polar cap boundary than that
determined from the motion
between arc i and arc 2.

of the convection reversal
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